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Cargo Net
$69.00*

The cargo net is designed to help contain and 
organize everyday items to help ensure they don't 
shift around or tip over in transit. This unique net 
features two pouches made from a carbon fibre-
like material that are perfect for stowing smaller 
items. The durable, stain-resistant, elastic-mesh 
netting attaches to custom-designed hooks and 
standard D-rings in the rear cargo area. The cargo 
net can be installed or detached in seconds, and 
folds flat to be out of the way when not in use.

Cargo Liner
$185.00*

The Cargo Liner provides full protection to the 
rear cargo area, even when the rear seats are 
folded down. Featuring an innovative split design, 
the Cargo Liner provides maximum protection for 
your cargo area, as well as the back of the rear 
seats. It also features an anti-slip surface to keep 
your valuables stable, as well as a raised perimeter 
lip that helps keep spills limited to the Cargo Liner 
area.

Block Heater
$240.00*

Custom designed for your Lexus providing 400 
watts of heating power. Provides easy cold 
weather starts reducing engine wear. Provides 
faster interior warm-up.
Includes a 'strain relief' electrical cord.

Lexus Genuine Accessories

Rear Bumper Protector
$224.00*

This simple, durable bumper protector helps guard 
against scrapes, dings and scratches. The 
protector features an injection-molded base 
topped with a corrosion-resistant stainless-steel 
plate. Rising from the matte finish of the plate is an 
embossed, polished Lexus logo.

Rear Bumper Appliqué
$115.00*

Load and unload with peace of mind. The rear 
bumper appliqué helps keep the top surface of 
your Lexus looking like new. Designed and cut for 
an exact fit to the vehicle’s rear bumper. Made 
from a durable, UV-resistant, non-yellowing 8-mil 
clear polyurethane protection film that meets 
Lexus' rigid engineering standards, the appliqué 
helps protect the rear bumper from minor 
scratches, gouges and marring. Stain-, chemical- 
and fuel-resistant, the rear bumper appliqué is 
finished with an integrated, pearl-coated Lexus 
logo that enhances the vehicle’s appearance.

Paint Protection Film
$585.00*

Genuine Lexus paint protection film, designed for 
the hood and front fenders, helps guard your 
vehicle from weathering, UV radiation and road 
debris that can chip and scratch the finish. 
Constructed from durable, nearly invisible 
thermoplastic urethane, the clear-coated film helps 
your Lexus maintain a like-new appearance, while 
allowing you to clean and maintain your vehicle the 
same as before.
Backed by a 7 year limited warranty. At 
participating dealers only.
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* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is updated to reflect suggested retail 
price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.
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F SPORT  17" Alloy Wheel - Gray 
(Tires not included)
$1,603.00*

These 17-inch, trident 5-spoke alloy wheels 
provide an aggressive design upgrade from the 
vehicle's factory stock. Featuring a gunmetal gray 
finish, these wheels add a sport-racing element to 
the vehicle's character. The lightweight aluminum 
alloy construction and ultra-strong, hub-centric 
design afford superior balance, providing less 
vibration and a smoother ride than lug-centric 
wheels. Manufactured to meet Lexus's rigorous 
engineering specifications for quality, strength and 
reliability, these alloy wheels are corrosion resistant 
and extremely durable. 
Price displayed includes a set of four wheels with 
tire installation. Tires sold separately.

F SPORT  Sway Bars
$800.00*

F SPORT  Sway Bar Kit lets drivers take corners 
with a flatter stance. Designed for greater control 
with the existing steering and suspension systems, 
the durable, high-quality Sway Bar Kit includes 
chrome moly steel tubing in front, bent to match 
the natural movement of the CT beam axle, and a 
high-strength steel bar in the rear. The kit helps 
improve agility and responsiveness during turn-in 
and slalom type maneuvers, without adding 
weight. The striking  blue powder-coat F SPORT 
finish resists corrosion and helps protect against 
road damage. Higher durometer replacement 
rubber bushings (included) deflect less at the 
mount.

F SPORT  Lowering Springs
$945.00*

F SPORT  Lowering Springs offer a more 
aggressive stance and a lower center of gravity. 
Installing these springs front and rear sets the 
vehicle approximately 1-inch closer to the ground. 
Performance benefits include quicker turn-in and 
improved steering response and cornering ability. 
Rigorously tested and engineered, these springs 
work with either the stock shock absorbers, or the 

 Sport Shock Absorber Set. A durable F SPORT 
 blue powder-coat finish provides F SPORT 

superior corrosion resistance.

Lexus Genuine  AccessoriesF SPORT 

Illuminated Door Sill Protectors
$350.00*

Illuminated door sills add a distinguishing element 
to the vehicle's interior. Injection-molded plastic 
with a heavy-gauge etched stainless steel overlay 
helps add protection from scuffs, scrapes and 
scratches that occur with daily use. Designed to fit 
the specific contours of the vehicle, front door sills 
feature a hybrid blue glowing LED illumination of 
the Lexus name whenever the driver or passenger 
doors are opened. Rear sills feature an injection-
molded base with a stamped stainless steel overlay 
and polished, debossed Lexus logo. Door sill 
enhancements are designed to meet Lexus high 
standards for precision fit and finish for long-lasting 
beauty and durability.

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is updated to reflect suggested retail 
price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.
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